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FORWARD 

 

In this submission we wish to engage with you the Clare County Council and 

where possible assist in finding solutions to any issues that have being 

identified regarding the safe operation of Powerboats and Personal watercraft 

within your waters and adjacent to your Beaches. 

 

The accessibility and safe enjoyment of our coastal and inland waters for all 

water users and sports is paramount and in particular to our organisation is the 

accessibility and safety concerns around the use of Powerboats and Personal 

watercraft. 

 

Our organisation does not condone the irresponsible use of PWC’s or 

Powerboats at any time and we seek to educate our members in the proper use 

of their craft. We encourage our PWC and Powerboat users to take part in a 

recognised Training Course on the operation of their craft, to abide by our Code 

of Conduct, and to understand the needs and requirements of other water users. 

 

We promote a no tolerance policy for irresponsible use and encourage our 

members to report incidents to the relevant authority. 

 

REPORT INCIDENTS 

In an emergency call 999 or 112 and ask for the “Coast Guard” 

If you see any PWC rider acting irresponsibly , endangering other water users or 

wildlife, 

Call 999 or 112 and ask for the “Police/Gardaí” 

 

Our organisation will continue to promote maritime safety and the safe and 

responsible use of powered craft, in addition we see engagement with our 

fellow water users and other stakeholders as a very important part of this 

process.   

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction to our organisation 
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A Brief History 

Unknown to most, Ireland is rich in its Powerboat and Racing History with 

roots that can be traced back to the 19th Century when a powerboat event was 

held Waterford in 1895. 

 

The Union Internationale Motonautique  (UIM) was established in 1922 as the 

International Governing body for Powerboating with Ireland one of its founding 

nations and an Irishman John Ward as its first Secretary General. 

 

1950”s – Irish Powerboat Association (IPA) became UIM National Authority 

for Ireland. An all-Ireland NGB that oversaw the sport for over 5 decades. 

 

2000’s – Due to the IPA being unable to source Insurance cover for their 

activities, between 2001 and 2018, Both the Royal Yachting association (RYA) 

and the Irish Sailing Association (ISA) acted in the role of NGB for the sport in 

Ireland.  

 

2018 –The Powerboat Association of Northern Ireland (PBANI) was 

established to fill the void left by the RYA and the ISA when both organisations 

decided to withdraw from their membership of the UIM. 

This development brought Irish Powerboat History full circle as pre 2001. 

 

2021 - The Powerboat Association of Northern Ireland ( Powerboat 

Association of Ireland) is the Union Internationale Motonautique National 

Authority for Ireland and has members from all over Ireland, our goal is to 

represents all sections of our sport that comes within the remit of the UIM, this 

includes Personal Watercraft. 
 

Our Mission Statement  

• To service the needs and aspirations of the sport effectively and professionally 

• To promote participation  

• To continually promote and educate users in best practice in relation to safety 

and due consideration to other water users  

• To promote positive management of personal watercraft activity by relevant 

authorities at a local level  

• To support PWC registration and identification system  

• Support and promote PWC Training schemes for all users  

• To encourage environmental awareness and responsible behaviour 
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Introduction to the Union Internationale Motonautique  (UIM) 

 

Established in 1922, the Union Internationale Motonautique (UIM) is the world 
governing body for all Powerboating activities. It is fully recognised by the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC) and is a member of the Association of 
the IOC Recognized International Sports Federations (ARISF) and of the Global 
Association of International Sports Federations (GAISF) for both of which UIM 
President, Dr. Raffaele Chiulli also serves as President. The UIM has 64 
affiliated National Federations. 
The main disciplines of the UIM are :  
-  Circuit - Offshore - Pleasure Navigation - Radio-controlled boats – Motosurf -
Aquabike ( Jet ski) - Solar & Electric 
As the Internationally recognised authority for world power boating, the UIM is 
charged with protecting and building the future of the Sport on behalf of its 
national federations and competitors and is responsible for creating a safe, 
accessible, unified and thriving world renowned sport.  
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PWC use in Ireland 

Personal Watercraft have being used in Ireland for many years and are a very 

versatile craft with many uses, e.g. Family Activity, Group Rallies, Rescue, 

Tow Surfing, Event safety cover( including open water swimming events), Dive 

operations safety cover, Fisheries patrols etc.  

PWC are a craft that allows many opportunities whether it is work based or 

whether you just want to partake in a watersport you are interested in. 

PWC use generates a financial dividend and can deliver jobs in an area. E.G. 

marine industry (sales and servicing) Tourism (Day trippers, Offshore Surfing, 

International Racing Events etc) Government agencies (Fisheries,) to name just 

a few areas.  

 

Unfortunately due to a very small minority, PWC (Jet Ski) use has got a very 

bad name with some calls to ban there use altogether. This irresponsible 

behaviour by a few has created a sense of biased and bad feeling against this 

watersport which has cumulated in PWC bans in some areas. 

To Ban PWC’s outright would be similar to banning all cars from the roads 

because of the action of a small group of boy racers. For those of us that drive 

we can see how silly that sounds but that is what some are trying to do to users 

of Personal Watercraft.  

We in the PBANI and other organisations such as Irish Sailing and the Royal 

Yachting association have studied the use of PWC’s and identified where some 

of these issues arise from. 

1) Low cost of ownership 

2) Possibly the first craft they ever owned 

3) No background in Maritime matters 

4) Lack of Training on the use of the PWC 

5) Lack of education on National and Local Bye-laws 

6) Lack of education on the affect PWC can have on other water users and 

the Flora and fauna. 

To assist in the safe and responsible use of PWC’s we have found that by 

encouraging PWC owners to join a club, participate in a Recognised training 

Course and get to know what is expected of them regarding National and Local 

Bye-laws that this reduces the incidents of irresponsible behaviour.  

In addition good signage on slipways, access points to beaches etc. and an 

proactive governance of an area also helps. 
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A NEED FOR REGULATION?  

Historically, use of PWC’s in the inshore coastal zone has involved a mixture of 

self-regulation and more active management by local authorities. As with most 

sports affecting the amenity of others, it is the inconsiderate or reckless 

behaviour of a relatively few which creates the pressure for a more regulated 

regime. We recommend that Authorities take a proactive stance and do not 

simply manage personal watercraft as a response to conflicts and issues. We 

will work with you to identify the range of management options available from 

voluntary to statutory approaches that may be implemented depending on local 

circumstances. Voluntary measures such as codes of conduct, training, 

provision of signage and information may be sufficient in some areas, whereas 

more formal statutory schemes may be appropriate in areas where current use 

raises nuisance, environmental and safety concerns. 

 

SAFETY STATISTICS  

There are dangers in all forms of recreation. The reality is that there have been 

very few fatalities and serious incidents throughout the thirty year history of 

personal watercraft usage in Ireland. Sadly, the few serious incidents that have 

occurred have attracted considerable press interest. Official statistics show that 

personal watercraft do not feature significantly in the overall picture for 

Ireland’s Marine Casualties. 

 

 

 
 

Comparisons of Marine Casualties 2010 – 2019 

PWC-Jet Ski = NIL 
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Irish Water Safety Drownings 2009 – 2018 

Accidental Drownings = 636 

Undetermined Drownings = 187 

Total = 823 

 
 

If the comparison between the two above sets of Statistics shows us anything is 

that there are risks in all forms of Water-sports. It also shows us that sometimes 

the public can be mistaken in what water-sports they perceive as safe and what 

water-sports they perceive as dangerous. 

 

If we take the official government statistics on incidents in Water-sports as 

shown above, They suggest that PWC use in Ireland over the past 10 years 

is one of the safest if not the safest form of Watersport in Ireland. 
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WHAT TYPE OF REGULATION? 

Personal Watercraft are fast, fun and are easily launched and manoeuvred on 

and off the water. Their use is now an established form of watersport with a 

band of enthusiastic participants who enjoy the undeniable thrills this kind of 

craft can provide. However, most PWC use takes place in the close inshore 

zone. This poses a challenge to Local Authorities; how to provide opportunities 

for users to enjoy themselves without risking the safety and enjoyment of 

others.  

 

We feel that Consultation with all stakeholders is the first very important step. 

The needs of each watersport may not be self-evident to other water-sports or 

indeed to the local authority itself, therefore it is worth finding out what these 

needs and expectations are, either through public meetings or direct liaison with 

user groups and agencies. Stakeholders who meet in an open and transparent 

way where they discuss the issues tend to find an agreed solution. 

 

Local authorities have the extra burden of being the local regularity authority. 

To achieve a balanced view which takes into consideration the needs and 

expectations of all water-sports in their jurisdiction. A thorough risk assessment 

of the area is needed especially in areas of multi-use such as those mentioned in 

the Beach Bye-laws. Best practice would show that authorities with a 

responsibility for recreational beaches and launching sites should carry out a 

survey, assessing the extent and pattern of use of the various water-sports and 

produce a systematic risk assessment and then make an informed decision on 

the level of management required. 

 

Best practice and current experience suggests that a substantial proportion 

of recreational water-sports users will support a sensible, fairly 

administered scheme. 

 

Regarding PWC use, the overall objective should be to improve opportunities 

for the recreational use of personal watercraft and ensure use is carried out in a 

safe and responsible way, respecting other water users, local amenities and the 

natural environment.  

 

The Local Authority choices in regard to its beach management administered 

scheme is to support voluntary schemes, appropriate signage etc. or to secure 

compliance and enforcement through national and local Bye-Laws or where 

needed a combination of the two. 
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  OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT AND DRAFT BYE-LAWS 

 

SCHEDULE of BEACHES : Total of 19 Beaches 

 

North Clare - 7 (Ennistimon LEA)  

1. Bishopsquater  

2. Fanore Beach 

3. Lahinch Beach  

4. Spanish Point Beach  

5. Doolin Beach  

6. Trá Leathan Beach (Doolin) 

7. White Strand (Miltown Malbay) 

West Clare - 9 (Kilrush LEA) 

8. Quilty Beach 

9. Seafield (Quilty) 

10. White Strand (Doonbeg)  

11. Doughmore Beach 

12. Carrigaholt Beach 

13. Brews Bridge Beach  

14. Kilkee Beach,. 

15. Cappa Beach,  

16. Querrin Beach 

Lakeshore Beaches - 3 

17. Mountshannon Beach (Killaloe LEA) 

18. Ballycuggeran (Killaloe LEA))  

19. Ballyallia Lake (Ennis LEA) 

 

 

 

Personal Watercraft, Fast Power Craft, Power Craft  

 

17) The Council may designate sea access and exit routes through beaches for 

personal watercraft, fast power craft and power craft, as shown on the schedule 

of maps attached hereto.  

 

To-Date on all 19 Beaches, no sea access and exit routes have been 

designated by Clare County Council for personal watercraft, fast power 

craft and power craft, as shown on the Bye-Laws schedule of maps  
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18) The launching or use of personal watercraft, fast power craft and power 

craft is prohibited, except at areas designated by the Council for this purpose, 

and shown on the schedule of maps attached hereto, and noting 18A and 18B 

hereunder.  

18A. The launching of all personal watercraft, fast power craft, and power craft 

from Lahinch beach is prohibited.  

18B. The launching of personal watercraft is prohibited on White strand 

(Miltown Malbay), Spanish Point, White strand (Doonbeg), Ballycuggeran 

(Killaloe), Ballyallia Lake (Ennis)  

 

North Clare - 7 (Ennistimon LEA)  
 

 
 

West Clare – 9 (Kilrush LEA) 

 

 
 

Lakeshore Beaches – 3 (Killaloe (2) and Ennis (1) LEA’s) 

 

 
 

 

 

Of the 7 Beaches in North Clare mentioned in the Bye-Laws: 

No area is designated for the use of PWC’s or Powerboats 

 

PWC’S can launch at Doolin Pier which is also under the Doolin 

Harbour Bye-Laws (1 Launch Site) 

 

Powerboats can launch at Doolin Pier, White Strand and Spanish 

Point. (3 Launch Sites) 

Of the 9 Beaches in West Clare mentioned in the Bye-Laws: 

No area is designated for the use of PWC’s or Powerboats 

 

PWC’S can launch at Seafield, Kilkee, Carrigaholt and Cappa    

(4 Launch Site) 

 

Powerboats can launch at Seafield, White Strand, Kilkee, 

Carrigaholt and Cappa. (5 Launch Sites) 

 

Of the 3 Beaches in Lakeshore mentioned in the Bye-Laws: 

No area is designated for the use of PWC’s or Powerboats 

 

PWC’S can launch at Mountshannon    (1 Launch Site) 

 

Powerboats can launch at all 3 Beaches (3 Launch Sites) 
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19) The use of a personal watercraft, fast power-craft or power craft within 300 

metres of the low water mark is prohibited, except for the purpose of rescue or 

while obtaining access to or egress from the water at a designated area as 

referred to in Section V (17) above.  

See comments on Section V (17) above. 

No areas have being designated for the use of PWC’s 

 

20) Operators of personal watercraft, fast power craft and power craft shall 

observe a speed restriction of 6 knots from the water line to 300m seaward from 

all beaches and should not operate in the proximity of swimmers, except in the 

event of an emergency.  

 

21) Every person in charge of a personal watercraft, fast power craft and power 

craft shall act in such a manner as not to cause annoyance to any person using a 

beach or swimming in the water or to disturb naturally occurring flora and 

fauna.  

 

22) A person in charge of or using in any way a personal watercraft, fast power 

craft or power craft shall wear a suitable personal flotation device or lifejacket.  

 

23) Every person bringing a personal watercraft, fast power craft or power craft 

onto the beach shall be responsible and liable for any damage or injury to 

property or persons which may be caused by it. 

  

24) Every person bringing a personal watercraft, fast power craft or power craft 

onto the beach must remove it from the beach if so directed by an authorised 

person.  

Has Clare County Council fixed guidelines for when authorised officers act on 

this section. ? 

 

25) The use of inflatable toys, on water, is prohibited at all beaches  

 

26) These provisions shall not restrict the exercise by any agency of the state of 

its statutory powers. This bye-law shall not apply to vessels kept by the 

Coastguard, RNLI, the Community Inshore Rescue Service, Permanent Defence 

Forces, the Naval Service, the Customs and Excise Service, the Shannon 

Regional Fisheries Board, An Garda Síochána, Clare County Council, Civil 

Defence or other recognised rescue services and wholly used by an employee or 

member of those organisations or services while on duty.  

What other rescue service are recognised and is this list available to Authorised 

officers and members of An Garda Síochána. ? 

How does a Voluntary Search and Rescue Club apply to be recognised? 
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ALTERNATIVES TO REGULATION 

A non-regulated approach to PWC management through voluntary measures 

and education can be equally effective in certain areas. Those whose coastlines 

are free from pressure spots and problem areas may find it easier to adopt a 

scheme which does not rely primarily on compliance with conditions or on-

water regulations.  

This may be preferable for authorities who do not have sufficient resources to 

police and enforce offenders. However, voluntary measures are only as effective 

as the willingness of users to support the measures, through consultation it 

should be possible to secure initial support in solutions where a statutory 

approach would have caused significant resentment for little additional gain.  

Informal measures available to authorities include: 

Good signage and information:                                                                       

Good quality site based information needs to be provided to raise awareness of 

local regulations and sensitivities. Information needs to be well presented, 

clearly written and effectively distributed. Signs are particularly useful at launch 

sites without regular staff  

 

Designated area:  Areas can be designated in various ways. 

a)  A PWC landing/beaching area accessed through a sea corridor where 

speed restrictions apply. (Example of use – Picking up or dropping family 

onto the beach) 

b) A PWC designated area with no speed restriction ( example of use - Used 

for PWC training, Leisure use in a safe area)                           
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Publicity:                                                                                                         

Good publicity is essential to give advanced warning of a new scheme, to notify 

changes to existing procedures and to explain the operation of seasonal 

regulations.                                                                                                          

This can be achieved through:  

• notices and leaflets at launch points  

• local media  

• local retailers of PWC’s and equipment  

• clubs and national membership organisations.  

Authorities should identify the target audience through the consultation process 

and identify the most appropriate form of publication and promotion relevant to 

the user.  

Self Regulation through club/National Organisations:                                         

PWC and Powerboat users who are involved in a Club or National Organisation 

tend to be responsible water users. They seek out Training, education on the 

National and Local Bye-Laws, Insure their craft and abide by the code of 

Conduct. In addition they assert peer pressure and advice to fellow skiers still 

disregarding or unaware of the regulations. We within the PBANI and our 

associated clubs and members also ask our members to report any and all 

incidents of Irresponsible behaviour on PWC’s and Powerboats to the relevant 

authority. 
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REGULATION: 

MARITIME SAFETY ACT  

Under this act there are many powers to deal with those who act 

irresponsibly on Personal watercraft or Powerboats and those that break 

the law. 

In addition to powers granted to authorised officers, members of An Garda 

Síochána have extensive powers under the act. These powers are further 

strengthened if and when a case goes to court. 

Some of the options available to deal with irresponsible PWC Users are 

a) Require a person to cease using the craft                                                       

(Failure to do so can lead to a €2000 fine) 

b) Operating craft without reasonable consideration                                

(This behaviour can lead to a fine of €1000) 

c) Arrest                                                                                                            

( A member of An Garda Siochana may arrest without warrant) 

d) Seizure of craft in interests of safety, etc. 

e) Forfeiture of the craft. 

f) Prohibition for operating craft                                                                 

(For a period of 2 years or as the court sees fit) 

g) Fixed Penalty Notice 

h) Obstruction of an authorised office or a member of An Garda Síochána 

(This can lead to a fine of €5000 or 3 months in prison or both) 

 

 

 
 

Within this act there is also the facility for Local Authorities to 

implement Local Bye-Laws, 
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Regulatory options for Local Authorities. 

 

 

 Designated areas of use                                 Sea Assess corridors                                                                                  

 Speed restrictions                                          Designated area                                                           

 Launch sites                                                   Fixed penalty notices              

 Restricted Times                                           Permits                                        

 Bans                                                               Legal Action 

 

 

 

 

Local authorities are empowered to make byelaws, which empower them to 

regulate activities for specific purposes. Bye-laws are generally available to 

regulate rather than prohibit, and are a means of reflecting the local needs 

and circumstances of an individual local authority. Unfortunately Bye-Laws can 

be used to prohibit rather than regulate as a result of objections, lack of 

understanding, lack of stakeholder cooperation, ill-informed views, or conflict 

with local residents.  
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GENERAL PROPOSAL 

We ask you when preparing a strategic approach to the management of personal 

watercraft/Powerboats that you are not simply responding to conflicts, ill-

informed views, and issues as they arise. To achieve this we have put together 

the following guidelines. 

Open and objective planning process: Management of PWC’s /Powerboats in 

any local management statements should be derived from a sound and objective 

understanding of local circumstances, developed in partnership with interested 

parties. Stakeholder cooperation and involvement is required for regulating 

bodies, local residents, water users and other interested parties. This may take 

the form of a combination of public consultation and meeting with the 

stakeholders. 

Safety: Management arrangements should provide for, enhance and ensure 

safety of watersports participant and all other users  

Water-sports and access for all: Opportunities should be available to all 

members of the community, not just those who are physically able or 

economically advantaged. Opportunities should also be available for all levels 

of watersports, in particular the entry level sports which include personal 

watercraft.  

Consideration of wider contexts: Proposed restrictions at one site should take 

account of the potential displacement of activities to other areas, which may not 

be managed effectively and may be environmentally sensitive  

Fit for purpose: Often simple, informal arrangements will be sufficient and 

voluntary schemes do work in many areas. Management plans should be suited 

to local circumstances, they should not impose excessive restrictions, but apply 

a proportional response; for example, restrictions may only be required at peak 

periods and specific locations.  
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SPECIFIC PROPOSALS REGARDING THE DRAFT BYE-LAWS AS 

PUBLISHED  

We are mindful that although PWC’s and Powerboats operate throughout the 

year that there are many other watersports that use the facility of all 19 beaches 

during the peak summer months. This of course puts pressure on the resources 

available to all watersports. 

Keeping this in mind, we suggest that there is enough of space for all users but 

it is a matter of balance on how the County Council designates the use in these 

areas in a fair and an inclusive manner.  

 

1) Review all 19 beaches and designate areas for use and/or landing of these 

craft for training, leisure or competitive activity and place on schedule of 

the relevant maps. ( larger beaches with nearby launch facilities such as 

Bishopsquater, Lahinch(north), Spanish Point, Quilty, Seafield, and 

Doughmore are examples of possible suitable locations)  

 

2) Insert a Sea Access Corridor from all launch areas to open sea and /or 

from open sea to a designated are for use or landing and place on the 

schedule of Relevant Maps. 

 

3) Only areas of restricted speed to the 300 meter limit as allowable in the 

Maritime Safety Act should be marked on the official maps, any areas 

presently shown outside of this distance should be deleted.  

 

4) Insert a facility or application procedure within the Bye-Laws for those 

seeking a temporary suspension of any section within the Bye-laws for 

sporting, Training, competitive or other purposes as defined by Clare 

County Council. 

 

5) Insert a section that allows for Towable inflatable that are of sufficient 

standards and not affected by the restriction on inflatable toys  
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6) Regarding 18B. The launching of personal watercraft is prohibited on 

White strand (Miltown Malbay), Spanish Point, White strand (Doonbeg), 

Ballycuggeran (Killaloe), Ballyallia Lake (Ennis)  

 

a) White Strand ( Miltown Malbay): As this location has low volume 

usage when it comes to PWC’s we suggest rather than an outright 

PWC Ban that the Bye-Laws show the following,                      

Clearly Defined area for both PWC’s and Powerboat to launch         

 Open water access corridor from the slip to open water                                              

 Apart from the Open Water access corridor, PWC’s or Powerboats 

are prohibited from entering inside the area as defined by red lines 

showing the extent of the Bye-Laws.    

                                                               

b) Spanish Point: As this location is a relatively large beach and is 

known that it is used for launching and Training by the Irish Tow Surf 

Rescue Club as well as a small amount of Leisure PWC users, we 

suggest that an outright PWC Ban in this area is unwarranted and that 

the Bye-Laws show the following,                                               

Clearly Defined area for both PWC’s and Powerboat to launch         

 Open water access corridor from the slip to open water                   

 Designated area within the Beach area  to allow for PWC Surf 

Rescue training and leisure use.                                                                                      

 Apart from the Open Water access corridor and the designated area, 

PWC’s or Powerboats are prohibited from entering inside the area as 

defined by red lines showing the extent of the Bye-Laws.    

                                                      

c) White Strand (Doonbeg) As this location has low volume usage when 

it comes to PWC’s we suggest rather than an outright PWC Ban that 

the Bye-Laws show the following,                                             

Clearly Defined area for both PWC’s and Powerboat to launch         

 Open water access corridor from the slip to open water                                              

 Apart from the Open Water access corridor, PWC’s or Powerboats 

are prohibited from entering inside the area as defined by red lines 

showing the extent of the Bye-Laws.    

 

d) Ballycuggeran (Killaloe) This facility is the only Slipway in south 

East Clare which leads onto Lough Derg, A known asset in the 

Tourism sector. It has been used for the 2010 UIM P750 European 

Championships and other National Events. We are mindful that there 

are many other watersports that use this beach area during the peak 

summer months. To meet with any safety concerns that these other 

water users may have in regard to PWC or Powerboat use we suggest 

the following                                                                                           
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 insert an Open water access corridor from the slip to open water and 

place on the relevant Map.                                                                     

 Apart from the Open Water access corridor, PWC’s or Powerboats 

are prohibited from entering inside the area as defined by red lines as 

the extent of the Bye-Laws. 

                                                                                                                   

e) Ballyallia lake (Ennis)                                                                         

As Ennis is central in a location in Clare, Ballyallia lake is the only 

facility available for both PWC and Powerboat owners to have the 

opportunity to test their craft before their take to the open sea. As this 

could be seen as a safety issue, we therefore request that you              

 insert an Open water access corridor from the slip to open water and 

place on the relevant Map.                                                                   

We are mindful that there are many other watersports that use this 

beach area during the peak summer months. To meet with any safety 

concerns that these other water users may have in regard to PWC or 

Powerboat use we suggest the following                                                                       

 Apart from the Open Water access corridor, PWC’s or Powerboats 

are prohibited from entering inside the area as defined by red lines as 

the extent of the Bye-Laws. 

Given that County Clare is a major area of Tourism and its beaches and 

waterways have so much to offer to many Water-sports and stakeholders, the 

expectation is that the bye-Laws would encourage water-sport activity rather 

than impose excessive restrictions and PWC bans. Unfortunately in the Draft 

Bye-Laws as published this does not seem to be the case  

Which Sign Looks Better and Gives the best Impression of the area?   

(when it comes to enforcement both have the same affect) 
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Final Summary 

 

In the preparation of this submission, we consulted with a number of PWC and 

Powerboat Clubs, local marine businesses, training centres, and of course Local 

contacts in the regions affected. 

 

We presented sets of statistics from State Agencies that showed the PWC use is 

one of the safest sports in Ireland and has been for the past 10 years.  

 

Showed that there are sufficient powers available to the Gardaí and Authorised 

Officers to deal with any issue that arises regarding the misuse of a PWC’s 

without the need for further restrictions. 

That where there is an open and proactive consultation process that it results in 

a set of Bye-Laws that are Fit for Purpose.  

That often simple, informal arrangements will be sufficient and voluntary 

schemes do work in many areas. That Bye-laws should be suited to local 

circumstances, they should not impose excessive restrictions, but apply a 

proportional response; for example, restrictions may only be required at peak 

periods and specific locations. Designated Areas can also help meet the needs of 

many Water-sports in a safe and reasonable manner. 

That our proposals seem reasonable and allow for all water-sports to flourish in 

a safe environment. 

 

Finally as seen in the example of the final two signs, that a policy of welcome is 

better than a policy of banning as it gives a better impression of the area, the 

local authority etc whilst at the same time making the point if you misbehave 

you will be held responsible and prosecuted.  

 

 

If you have any queries, Please send an email to 

contact@powerboatni.org and we will request our local 

reprehensive and PBANI Board Member to respond. 

 

We are also available for an online Zoom Conference to assist or 

discuss any aspect of this Submission  
 

mailto:contact@powerboatni.org

